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Pilot project Rihemberk castle

Nataša Kolenc
RESTAURA project manager
Mestna občina Nova Gorica Municipality of Nova Gorica
RIHEMBERK CASTLE GENERAL INFO

- Cultural monument of state importance, ESD 40 + part of Nature 2000 protected area (bats)
- 2013 Contract MONG-Ministry of Culture (former owner)
- 2016 Abandoned castle, semi restored, closed to public
Absence of a clear vision of the owner + lack of sufficient public finances

Ways out:
Selling?
Further deterioration and abandon?

RESTAURA project - checking the PPP possibilities + searching for other ways
RESTAURA STARTING ACTIVITIES

1. Collecting and checking existing ideas and documentation - founding basis for future decisions (RESTAURA Current status report)

2. Checking first proposals by local stakeholders meeting the owners with inhabitants, local government, institutions, local economy, others interested (RESTAURA Local Stakeholders Group Workshops)

3. Integrated built heritage revitalization plan - RESTAURA IBHRP checking new ideas and plans with existing development strategies and wider plans, compatibility
RESTAURA STARTING ACTIVITIES

Understanding the situation
Forming collaboration and trust
Supporting the idea of opening the castle to the public NOW
RESTAURA „COLLATERAL BENEFIT“

Opening to public
June 2017

Work with visitors
Rihemberk castle

Widely recognised center of sustainable tourism of the area

„Center for creative practices“, including different fields
VISION REALISATION_STEP BY STEP

1. Investment documentation (legal and financial analysis)
2.  
3. Functional units definition
4.  
5. Conservation plan
6.  
7. Technical documentation with cost estimations
8.  
9.  
10.
IMPORANCE OF ICT PROMOTION TOOLS

WEB materials
Printed materials

Videos with augmented reality
Continued search of investors

Continued search for additional finances from different sources (EU tenders and similar)

Zavod za turizem Nova Gorica in Vipavska dolina

Better prepared for the future actions
THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!
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